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Research purpose. Translating culture-related items might be a troublesome process sometimes. Searching for 

exact word substitutions is only sometimes the answer. The research aims to discover the challenges of translating 

culture-specific items used in tourism discourse from Lithuanian to English. The research is relevant to those who 

wish to better understand the culture-specific items and their translation from Lithuanian into English. 
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Research Methodology. Culture-specific items are concepts that are specific to a certain culture. These concepts 

can refer to objects such as flora, fauna, food, clothes, housing, work, leisure, politics, law, etc. Since language 

belongs to a specific culture, translation and culture are closely connected.  The practical analysis is based on the 

samples found in Lithuanian tourism-related texts. The reason for the choice is the relevance of using culture-

specific items in various Lithuanian tourism discourses. The research paper is dedicated to analysing Lithuanian 

culture-related items and translations to English. To help reveal culture-related names and ethnic traditions and 

translation possibilities, descriptive analysis was used. Examples of Lithuanian culture-related items were gathered 

from various Lithuanian tourism sources. The choice was based on their importance and professional translation 

from Lithuanian to English. Another reason for this choice was that the examples were available in both, English 

and Lithuanian languages, so it was possible to conduct accurate research. 

Results / Findings. Theoretical analysis of the definitions of culture-related items and ways of dealing with 

translation challenges revealed that culture-related items could be defined as source-language words that mostly 

express unknown concepts in other foreign cultures and languages. They can be classified into five groups: 

ecology; material culture; social culture; organisations, activities, procedures and concepts; gestures and habits. 

Originality / Practical implications. The practical analysis of translation solutions for Lithuanian culture-specific 

items into English revealed that the most useful strategy for translating Lithuanian culture-related items to English 

is addition, using cultural substances or paraphrasing. 
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